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I want to thank Chair Mary Landrieu, Ranking Member Stevens and the other distinguished members of 
the Subcommittee for this opportunity to talk about my company’s experiences with the Alternative Housing 
Pilot Project. 

 
 I’m Jack Badman, CEO of RE: Formed Systems.  First, let me say that better and cheaper approaches to 

providing disaster planning, response and recovery do exist—they exist now, and are available to FEMA, to the 
federal government, and to the American taxpayer.   

 
  Five years ago I founded our firm to find a way to build Force 5 hurricane proof houses for the price of 
wood housing, hence prevent having to rebuild every time a hurricane hits.   This was expanded into our 
Emergency Planning, Response and Recovery System, which we submitted to Alabama for consideration in the 
Alternative Housing Pilot Program. 

Alabama and Mobile County selected our system to feature in their proposal they told us was titled, 
“Mobile County Alternate Housing Pilot Program,” stating that all thought we best met the RFP’s criteria.  
We had discussed doing a demonstration of our Emergency Housing, and how quickly a lot of it could be 
assembled by unemployed workers, then show how it all transitions into Temporary Housing.  Then how all 
these materials would be incorporated into permanent housing.  We had hoped to a large Emergency response 
development, but Mobile County said FEMA controlled how much money we would get. 

 FEMA did not select us, and we haven’t received a debriefing.  We are unaware of a selected concept 
that better met their RFP’s criteria, so we hope to better understand their rationale in a debriefing.  

 
 We offer a “pay one time” and “ship one time” approach that results with virtually indestructible 
housing suitable for any location that Katrina struck.   Our emergency housing, which competes with tents, 
hotel rooms and cruise ships, is highly flexible.  It can be a studio or a 1 to 5 bedroom shelter.  Each family is 
allocated what they need, in a private, secure family shelter.  They don’t have to cohabitate in a tent with other 
families.   1000 various sized shelters can be erected within 12 hours of a storm’s passing.  We anticipate being 
able to construct and furnish shelters faster than emergency workers can sort out who will be assigned which 
shelter.  Lots of preplanning is involved, but it is highly cost effective, and very responsive to evacuees’ needs 
in a time of crisis.. 
 

While families inhabit our shelters, without disturbing them except for 2 hours, their shelters can be 
expanded quickly into temporary housing via adding our toilet and kitchen modules.  This replaces FEMA 
trailers, with a long list of benefits. 

 
 When no longer needed, the materials for our emergency to temporary housing is disassembled and 

locally reassembled into our permanent force 5 hurricane proof, submergible housing.  All material is shipped 
one way and is consumed locally.  Money spent for emergency to temporary housing materials is not wasted 
since all those materials are incorporated into our permanent housing.  Nothing becomes surplus or obsolete, 
nor needs to be shipped to storage yards, stored and refurbished. 

 
  During the next emergency response everyone gets fresh, new, next generation materials.  In future 

storms no one will feel they’re getting used housing or less-than-the-latest.   
 

   In Summary, instead of paying first for “Emergency Housing” via tents, cruise ships or hotel rooms, 
then paying for “Temporary Housing” in the form of trailers, then paying for permanent housing, our system 
has all the materials in our Emergency housing included in our Temporary Housing, and all that is included in 
our permanent housing, which will never again have to be replaced.  Each phase just adds more materials to the 
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previously used materials.  Our permanent housing conceals all materials behind new finishes, so nothing looks 
used. 
  

 This approach was honored as the “Disaster Response” cover story of CM [holding up a copy of the 
magazine], the official magazine of ACMA, the American Composite Manufacturers Association, and the 
world’s largest trade organization for polymers.  It’s on our website, ReFormedSystems.Com.  A photo from the 
1st of my 4 trips to New Orleans is on the cover.  What it doesn’t show is right behind the teddy bear is its 
owner’s body.  Saving money has not been our only objective. 

 
We feel FEMA failed to recognize some of the benefits we bring:  Our system cost is about 1/3 their 

current cost, it is far faster, and prevents having to spend money for future damage – hence it has an extremely 
low life-cycle cost.  In the future, we suggest FEMA address what should be their most important goals, make 
these goals are their primary focus and ensure they select the new, vitally-needed innovative approaches that  
work toward meeting these goals.  

 
FEMA should be seeking new innovative approaches that can provide permanent units that can be sited 

anywhere, including on the coast and under sea level.  It requires a variable wall system to develop the 
flexibility needed.  We are unaware of any of the selected systems can do this or any of the following: 

FEMA should look for systems which don’t use wood, gypsum or SIP panels, hence materials that are 
not prone to future flood and mold damage.  Seek structures designed to be submergible, which can have the 
muck and mold cleaned.  Evacuees will lose the use of their houses until cleaned out, but no structural damage 
should be likely. 

In floodable areas, FEMA should not use materials such as wood and SIPs that float and add buoyancy 
forces if underwater.     

Seek materials that are very compact and only ship one way via high-speed common carrier, so the 
highways and commuters are not affected by slow traffic, trucks pulling trailers, etc.  Hence with shipping costs 
and aggravation that are far lower.  Ideally nothing has to be eventually returned to storage yards, refurbished, 
etc.. 

A great advantage would be in systems that require very few skilled workers to assemble it, and don’t 
compete for scarce carpenters.  Hence unemployed persons seeking hard but rewarding work can earn money 
while taking pride in helping their communities respond or rebuild.  And not require scare cranes or other 
equipment.  

Systems should not have a fixed sized unit and not be “design specific” or copyrighted like a Katrina 
Cottage – This allows communities determine how their units will look.  And aids community buy in.   

Key is taxpayers shouldn’t be asked to keep paying for Disaster Recovery over and over again.  The  
criteria should be:   “Fix it once so it never has to be fixed again.”  This is in the Gulf’s best interest.  By 
rebuilding with what won’t be destroyed, taxpayers will back it.  More money will gladly flow into the Gulf.  
Mortgages and insurance with be available. Tax incentives should pass to back this new approach.  Find 
systems which are ideal for the areas that now can’t get mortgages or insurance. 

 
Because FEMA did not recognize the need for the above, we are concerned that FEMA is not asking the 

right questions.  As CM explains in more detail, there are approaches that can be of great benefit to FEMA, the 
evacuees, the communities, the states, and the taxpayers.   

As such, we feel Congress should now do an additional Pilot Project that encourages the development of 
additional projects in order to test the additional diverse ideas available.  

We suggest this new Pilot Project be viewed as venture capital, and suggest FEMA draw on the 
technical community to help rank and select those projects with the greatest potential return on investment and 
long-term payback.  With such an enhanced selection process, Taxpayers should see new hope, that there will 
be improvements, new approaches, new effective planning, etc.  By investing additional Pilot Program funds 
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effectively now, $Trillions can be saved over time, making it of outstanding help to humanity, not just 
taxpayers.  We hope Congress and FEMA will give us an opportunity to work together for the common good.     
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